Partnership to Empower Learning Environment through Technology

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND PROFILE

About
Foundation MILLENNIUM@EDU SUSTAINABLE EDUCATION is a Non-Profit and Non-Governmental Organization, incorporated September 15, 2013, with registered office in Geneva, Switzerland. Registered at the Geneva Registry of Commerce, December 5, 2013 under registration number CH-660-3080013-3 and IDE/UID no. CHE-280.104.593.

Mission
Contribute to the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) through the use of Information, Communication and Scientific Technologies (ICSTs) in Learning and Education while fostering key 21st Century Literacies and Skills.

Sustainable@EDU SOLUTIONS
The Sustainable@EDU SOLUTIONS is a comprehensive concept that covers information system, management tools, decision support system, computer devices of any type, operating systems, productivity tools, functionality tools and educational content and services, as well as a pedagogical model. Sustainable@EDU SOLUTIONS includes the Solution@EDU PROJECT, Solution@EDU CAMPUS & SCHOOL and Solution@EDU CLASSROOM.

Multi-stakeholder Initiative
The Sustainable@EDU PROGRAM, in line with the Millennium@EDU SUSTAINABLE EDUCATION approach, is a multistakeholder Initiative to support the development of comprehensive SUSTAINABLE EDUCATION PROJECTS, referred as Sustainable@EDU PROJECTS.

Engaging Local Promoters and Global Partners
The Initiative includes the establishment of Projects led by Local Promoters from the public and private sector to boost the local tech industry with the support of global tech companies and answer to the appropriate needs of the communities where the Sustainable@EDU Projects are developed.

SDGs – Sustainable Development Goals

Program Actions
§ 1. Sustainable@EDU PROJECT is a Framework to plan, implement and evaluate a sustainable education project based in four dimensions (economic, social, environment and educational) in line with United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

§ 2. Sustainable@EDU FLAGSHIP INITIATIVES are operational frameworks to put in action the Sustainable@EDU PROGRAM, promoting the information and knowledge about World Challenges, particularly the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as 21st Century Literacies, according with the UNESCO Document “Education for Sustainable Development Goals – Learning Objectives”, through the use of Information, Communication and Scientific Technologies (ICSTs), in learning and educational initiatives, and simultaneously supporting the acquisition of 21st Century Skills.

§ 3. Sustainable@EDU FLAGSHIP PROJECTS are comprehensive Initiatives at regional, national, or local level that make accessible the benefits of Information, Communication and Scientific Technologies (ICSTs) to address learning, education and inclusion and are aligned with Sustainable@EDU CONCEPT.

Program Timetable
Millennium@EDU SUSTAINABLE EDUCATION was launched September 26, 2012, in NYC, USA and was Presented as a Commitment to the Global Education First Initiative by Mr. Ban Ki-moon, United Nations Secretary General.

The expected duration of the Sustainable@EDU Program is up to 31 December 2030. Further extensions shall be possible under stakeholders’ decision.

Collaboration Model
Sustainable@EDU Program is a unique idea, it is not exclusive or intended to be exclusive. It is an open Initiative that can collaborate with other projects, either those already existent or to be developed in the future.